
THE ORIGINAL ROTO-SPLIT ®
BX CABLE CUTTER

RS-101A 
"Super"

The industry standard 
since 1973 and the 

first quality BX Cutter. 
For AWG #14-2 to 

AWG #8-4 cables  Also 
cuts 3/8" trade size 

flexible conduit

 RS-101A requires no adjustment after initial setting with the 
quick clamp lever!  Best of all the cable pops out as soon as 
a cut is completed.

 RS-101 - after initial setting only a half turn of the thumb screw 
is needed to clamp or release the cable, one part does it all!  

 Unique patented offset clamping for no fuss side loading.

 Make cuts in tight quarters!  Simply ratchet the handle back 
& forth when you're in a tight spot.

 Quickly change the blade with only an adjustable wrench thanks 
to an easy to reach hex nut.

 Self-tightening blade system and ergonomic crank handle 
with offset for maximum hand clearance.

 Blade storage cartridge in knob with storage for 6 blades.

 Handsome die cast epoxy enameled body.  Overall a tool 
oozing with quality and smart engineering.

SAVE TIME & IMPROVE SAFETY!
A few turns of the crank makes a clean slit through armored 
casing.  Takes only a few seconds, simply untwist to 
strip!   Safe & does not damage wires due to the unique 
built-in depth of cut stop.  (Adjustment screw provided for 
thin walled cables.)   The Roto-Split® also spells the end to 
nicked fingers and cut knees.  The open channel construction 
pioneered by Seatek allows cutting in the middle of a roll.  
Simplicity at its best!

CARRY IT ANYWHERE!
This rugged tool can be carried in your belt pouch or in your 
hip pocket like a pair of pliers.  Always ready when you need 
it, even on top of a ladder or in hard to reach places.

RS-101 
"Original"

100% MADE IN U.S.A.

392 PACIFIC STREET, STAMFORD, CT 06902
PHONE (203) 324-0067 P FAX (203) 324-7844 P www.SeatekCo.com

Guaranty:  The ROTO-SPLIT ® has a lifetime guaranty against defects.  
Any parts (except the circular cutter) will be repaired or replaced free; 
you pay only the one way shipping charge.

101-106
101-107
B-102
B-107
LS-105

Accessories

RS-101A  Ergonomic Handle  
With Blade Storage Cartridge 

ANY ROTO-SPLIT CAN BE 
MOTORIZED BY ORDERING  
CONVERSION KIT #101-107

To Cut Aluminum Flex order 
Cat. #RS-101AL or B-107 
Blade for your Roto-Split

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK!

Hardware Kit for Roto-Split
Power Conversion Kit
Replacement blade
Blade for aluminum casing
Dry lubricant stick


